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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RayDersBerlin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Berlin 

< RayDersBerl i n@everyactioncustom.com > 

Wednesday, October 09, 2019 7:20 AM 

Energy - Public Advisor's Office 

Oppose SMUD SolarShares program (19-BSTD-08) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Public Advisor Public Advisor, 

Dear SMUD 

I'm getting a lot of emails from the Solar Rights Alliance that basically say SMUD is anti-solar. I find that hard to believe, 

particularly as I see on your SMUD page that you have solar on your home. What I do see is SMUD preferring large solar 

farms instead of home solar. It is my opinion that every home and business in Sacramento should have a large solar 

array. Seems to me that is even the law now here in California. Solar farms are NOT the answer. One would have 

thought the problems PG&E has with transmission lines would be a lesson learned. We don't need to ruin more 

farmland putting up solar farms. And we certainly don't need more transmission towers and lines. 

This isn't about what's more cost effective. This is about what is best for Sacramento and those of us who live here. 

Please support home solar and turn away from solar farms. I'm so tired of agencies doing the wrong things. It's time for 

a change. Please, be part of the solution. 

Steve Berlin 

Sincerely, 

Steve Berlin 

Antelope, CA 95843 
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